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Intratumoral molecular cancer cell heterogeneity is conventionally ascribed to the
accumulation of random mutations that occasionally generate fitter phenotypes. This
model is built upon the “mutation-selection” paradigm in which mutations drive ever-
fitter cancer cells independent of environmental circumstances. An alternative model
posits spatio-temporal variation (e.g., blood flow heterogeneity) drives speciation by
selecting for cancer cells adapted to each different environment. Here, spatial genetic
variation is the consequence rather than the cause of intratumoral evolution. In nature,
spatially heterogenous environments are frequently coupled through migration. Drawing
from ecological models, we investigate adjacent well-perfused and poorly-perfused
tumor regions as “source” and “sink” habitats, respectively. The source habitat has
a high carrying capacity resulting in more emigration than immigration. Sink habitats
may support a small (“soft-sink”) or no (“hard-sink”) local population. Ecologically, sink
habitats can reduce the population size of the source habitat so that, for example,
the density of cancer cells directly around blood vessels may be lower than expected.
Evolutionarily, sink habitats can exert a selective pressure favoring traits different from
those in the source habitat so that, for example, cancer cells adjacent to blood vessels
may be suboptimally adapted for that habitat. Soft sinks favor a generalist cancer
cell type that moves between the environment but can, under some circumstances,
produce speciation events forming source and sink habitat specialists resulting in
significant molecular variation in cancer cells separated by small distances. Finally, sink
habitats, with limited blood supply, may receive reduced concentrations of systemic
drug treatments; and local hypoxia and acidosis may further decrease drug efficacy
allowing cells to survive treatment and evolve resistance. In such cases, the sink
transforms into the source habitat for resistant cancer cells, leading to treatment failure
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and tumor progression. We note these dynamics will result in spatial variations in
molecular properties as an alternative to the conventional branched evolution model
and will result in cellular migration as well as variation in cancer cell phenotype and
proliferation currently described by the stem cell paradigm.

Keywords: cancer heterogeneity, cancer vascularity, branching clonal evolution, source-sink habitats, cancer
ecology, cancer evolution

INTRODUCTION

Regional variations in the molecular properties of cancer
cells have been well established and are usually ascribed
to accumulation of genetic changes, often called branched
evolution, as each mutation initiates a new species (Fisher
et al., 2012; Gerlinger et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2019). This
conceptual model is built upon the gene centric view of
evolution, summarized as “mutation-selection,” in which cancer
cells experience random mutations at a rate higher than normal
cells and each mutation is then subject to selection by the overall
tumor environment. Though most mutations are deleterious,
the rare mutation that increases fitness will allow increased
proliferation producing a genetically distinct subpopulation and,
therefore, observable regional genotypic variations.

However, this paradigm (Archetti, 2013; Scott and Marusyk,
2017; Hinohara and Polyak, 2019) tends to neglect the role
of spatio-temporal heterogeneity in environmental selection
forces as a driver of evolution. In general, the fitness of any
cancer cell is defined by the interaction of its phenotype
with local environmental conditions. As conditions change
in space so will the optimal phenotype of the cancer cells.
Thus, natural selection may favor genetically and molecularly
distinct cancer cells phenotypically suited to the local habitat
type. But, these local habitat-specific cancer cell populations are
not completely isolated. They are connected and more or less
coupled through migration, the dispersal of individuals between
habitats (Figure 1). Here we explore migration as a previously
unrecognized driver of intra-tumoral evolution (Winker, 2000).

Initially described by Pulliam (1988), local movement of
individuals can connect adjacent habitats with very different
properties. For example, a “source habitat” has favorable
environmental conditions and, therefore, a positive per capita
population growth rate. Within tumors, a source habitat might
be one that is well perfused with a large carrying capacity.
In contrast, a “sink habitat” has unfavorable environmental
conditions in which net mortality exceeds reproduction resulting
in a higher within-habitat death than birth rate. In tumors,
this would correspond to a region with little or no blood flow
resulting in environmental conditions that, in the absence of
migration, supports few if any cancer cells. When physically
adjacent, these disparate habitats can be coupled through
migration; and, within these metapopulations, a large fraction
of individuals may reside in habitats that are, in the absence
of migration, insufficient to maintain a net positive growth
rate. Furthermore, consistent movement between habitats
may alter the evolution of cancer cell phenotype resulting
in habitat specialization or a single generalist cancer cell

type whose adaptations balance exposure to both habitats
(Holt and Gomulkiewicz, 1997).

In nature, it has been demonstrated, both theoretically (Brown
and Pavlovic, 1992) and empirically (Boughton, 1999), that
source-sink dynamics can act both spatially (Holt, 1985) and
temporally (Johnson, 2004) to profoundly influence regional
metapopulations residing in and moving between different
habitats (Gravel et al., 2010). In particular, migration between
habitats can result in speciation and subsequent co-existence of
multiple different species. Thus, in addition to mutation, genetic
drift and natural selection, evolutionary ecologists have come to
recognize migration as a significant evolutionary force (Brown
and Pavlovic, 1992). As noted by Brown and Pavlovic (1992)
“when viewed as a property of the environment rather than a
force of evolution, migration becomes part of the circumstances
to which evolution by natural selection responds.”

Within tumors, the ability of individual cells to migrate
(typically ∼ 5 to 10 µm/h) is recognized as a critical phenotypic
adaptation for survival and cancer progression (Yamaguchi et al.,
2005; Polacheck et al., 2013; Te Boekhorst et al., 2016; Paul et al.,
2017; Staneva et al., 2019)). Migration is typically associated
with epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition, wherein the latter
phenotype is motile (Dongre and Weinberg, 2019). Once it
arrives at a novel location or tissue, the cell can undergo the
reverse: a mesenchymal to epithelial transition. Furthermore, the
cancer stem-cell paradigm (Li et al., 2007; Walcher et al., 2020;
Wang et al., 2020) posits a stem cell niche from which non-stem
cells migrate (i.e., phenotypically distinct and not self-replicating)
into adjacent tumor regions (Borovski et al., 2011). Here we note
that “stem cells” may indeed be cells that occupy a source habitat
and migration of these cells into a sink habitat produces both the
phenotypic variation and reduced proliferative capacity described
in the stem cell paradigm.

The specific source-sink dynamics depend highly on the
characteristics of the sink environment. A black-hole or hard-
sink habitat cannot sustain a viable population in the absence
of continued immigration. Regardless of population size, in a
hard sink, the individuals will experience a negative per capita
growth rate. Within tumors, this would correspond to a region
with little or no blood flow resulting in environmental conditions
with a carrying capacity that is near zero. Migration from the
source habitat can maintain a population within the sink habitat.
The existence of multiple microscopic clusters of viable cells
within macroscopic “necrotic” areas of tumors is well known in
pathology (Jardim-Perassi et al., 2019). Hard sink habitats can
provide some return migrants to the source habitat, influencing
evolution, and even ecologically rescuing a source habitat from a
catastrophic perturbation (Holt et al., 2004).
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FIGURE 1 | (A) A histological section showing spatial variations in intratumoral habitats. Cellular density is high in the upper left indicating a well perfused tumor
region. The lower and right side of the images shows regions in which most cells are necrotic indicating little perfusion. (B) A dorsal window chamber view of a tumor
grown in a mouse expressing endothelial GFP. Tumor cells are shown in white. As with the histological staining there is a clear well perfused vascular edge with a less
dense avascular internal region and a necrotic core. Migration rates of ∼ 5 to 10 µm/h allow for individual cells to traverse within and between these habitats.

Alternatively, the less favorable habitat may act as a “soft”
sink, which can support a viable population, albeit one that is
much smaller than the source habitat. Asymmetries in population
sizes or migration rates means that more individuals move
from the richer habitat to the poorer than vice-versa. Under
density dependent population growth, this means the system
equilibrates to a steady state in which the source habitat is
underpopulated (below its carrying capacity) and the sink habitat
is overpopulated (above its carrying capacity). Source and sink
habitats may exert selection for quite different phenotypic and
genotypic properties; so much so that there is a potential for
speciation and diversification (Cure et al., 2017).

We propose source-sink dynamics contribute to the spatial
variability in molecular properties of cancer cells observed within
and between tumors in the same patient. Some regions of a
tumor and regions of the body represent hard sinks in which a
dispersing cancer cell faces near immediate death upon arrival.
For example, circulating tumor cells may extravasate (exit the
circulating system) into a tissue totally unsuitable for survival
so that a metastases never forms. Within the tumor, necrotic
zones provide a hard sink. Examples of soft sink habitats may
include poorly vascularized tumor regions or perhaps inflamed
but otherwise normal tissue at the tumor edge.

Here, we illustrate the eco-evolutionary dynamics associated
with source sink dynamics in black-hole, hard- and soft-
sink circumstances. We focus on how migration into a sink
habitat influences 1) local and total population sizes, 2) possible
extinction of the entire population, 3) evolution of a trait
that influence fitness in both the source and sink habitats, 4)
speciation under conditions of a soft-sink habitat, and 5) eco-
evolutionary responses to therapy that target the source habitat
or the predominant cancer cell type. Results from goals 1–4
will be familiar to those familiar with the expansive literature
on source sink dynamics (Diffendorfer, 1998). We demonstrate
how source-sink dynamics are applicable to cancers and can

produce the observed spatial variations in genetic and phenotypic
properties of cancer cells, and suggest critical issues in designing
patient treatment strategies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Here, we model a source habitat and consider three variations of
an adjacent sink habitat: a black-hole sink, a hard sink, and a soft
sink (Gravel et al., 2010; Borovski et al., 2011; Gerlinger et al.,
2012). In all cases the source habitat will generally be A and the
sink B. When habitat B is a black hole sink, any cancer cell that
migrates from A to B dies instantly. When habitat B is a hard
sink, cancer cells cannot proliferate but they may die off slowly
at some fixed per capita rate. When habitat B is a soft sink, it
can sustain a smaller population of cancer cells than habitat A
and becomes a sink habitat only because of the disproportionate
number of migrants into B than out of B.

Within habitat A and within habitat B when it is a soft sink,
cancer cells directly compete for space and limited resources.
While these cancer cells do not directly compete with cells in
the other habitat, they interact indirectly due to the dispersal of
cancer cells between the source and sink regions. This dispersal
is represented by a per capita migration rate that describes the
probability that an individual in one habitat migrates to the
other. This migration rate can also represent the habitat shifting
underneath stationary cancer cells, such as when vasculature
becomes unstable, shifting the boundary between well perfused
and poorly perfused microenvironments.

The competition of cancer cells within a habitat and migration
between habitats is analyzed using a game theoretic approach
in which a G function couples ecological (population) and
evolutionary (strategy) dynamics (Vincent and Brown, 2005).
This framework is built upon the three principles of Darwin’s
theory of natural selection: there must be heritable variation,
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there must be a “struggle for existence” (i.e., limited resources and
space prevent all populations from growing exponentially), and
heritable variation must influence this struggle. In the G function
approach, one considers a focal (or virtual) cell with strategy
(= heritable phenotype), v, which, along with the strategies (u)
and densities (NA,NB) of competing cancer cell populations,
determines the cell’s expected fitness or proliferation rate. For
example, u may represent expression levels of key proteins
implicated in cellular proliferation. Here, we let u = (u1, ...un)
be the vector of strategies of the n different species where ui
represents the strategy of species i = 1, ..., n. Note that the length
of this vector can change dynamically in time: as species diversify
or go extinct, the vector will correspondingly expand or shrink.
Here, we assume that species are identical except for the values of
their strategies. Let NA =

(
N1

A, ...,Nn
A
)

and NB =
(
N1

B, ...,Nn
B
)

be
the vector of population sizes in the source habitat A and the sink
habitat B, where Ni

A represents the population size of species i in
habitat A. Let FA and FB describe the fitness of a cancer cell in
the source (A) and sink habitats (B), respectively. We assume that
fitness within a habitat is only influenced by the cells within that
habitat where FA (v, u, NA) and FB (v, u, NB).

We assume random migration between the two habitats where
mA is the per capita migration rate of cells from habitat A to
habitat B, and vice versa for mB. We assume these migration
rates are constant but this could be relaxed to include density-
dependent habitat selection (Rosenzweig, 1981; Tarjuelo et al.,
2017) and migration rates themselves could become a component
of the heritable strategy (Morris, 1991; Schmidt et al., 2000).
The number of cells in the source increases as the source cells
proliferate, and through incoming migration from the sink. The
number of cells in the source decreases due to outgoing migration
to the sink. These dynamics also apply, respectively to the sink.
The change in population size of each habitat can be written as:

dNi
A

dt
= Ni

A FA (v, u, NA)|v=ui −mANi
A +mBNi

B

dNi
B

dt
= Ni

B FB (v, u, NB)|v=ui −mBNi
B +mANi

A

To simulate the eco-evolutionary dynamics of cancer cells,
we treat our habitats as different states in the life history of
cancer cells, coupled via migration. This framework allows us to
capture the population dynamics of cancer cells with a population
projection matrix. Each entry in the matrix represents transitions
between the two life history states. An ecologically inclined
reader may notice that this is analogous to the Leslie matrix
for structured populations. Our population projection matrix,
denoted by P, can be written as:

P =
[

FA −mA mB
mA FB −mB

]
Then, we can represent our population dynamics as dNi

A
dt

dNi
B

dt

 = P

(
Ni

A
Ni

B

)

Though we can use this matrix to simulate population dynamics,
we must still construct a fitness function to capture strategy
dynamics. We can define this fitness function as the dominant
eigenvalue of the population projection matrix since this is what
controls (approximates) long-term behavior (Vincent et al., 1993;
Vincent and Brown, 2002). In other words, we have

G (v, u,NA, NB) = max(Re(λi))

where λi are the eigenvalues of P. Then, the evolutionary
dynamics of ui depends on the local gradient of the G function:
how the fitness of the cells change due to perturbations in the trait
value and the rate at which cells can climb this fitness gradient.
Mathematically, the evolutionary dynamics of species i can be
formalized (Vincent et al., 1993) as:

∂ui

∂t
= c ∗

∂G
∂u

∣∣∣∣
v=ui

where c is a measure of additive genetic variance, in accordance
with Fisher’s fundamental theorem of natural selection. The ∂G

∂u
term captures the local gradient of the fitness generating function
at v = ui. To reiterate, a cell’s fitness, G (v, u, NA, NB), depends
on its own strategy, v, the strategies of the other tumor cells,
u, and the population sizes of tumor cells in the source habitat
(A) and the sink habitat (B), NA and NB. The fitness generating
function, G, describes the ecological (changes in total and local
population size, NA, NB), and ∂G

∂u describes the evolutionary
dynamics (changes in the populations heritable strategy values,
u). If at v = ui, G (v, u, NA, NB) = 0 then Ni

A and Ni
B,

the total population size of species i, will increase and vice-
versa for G < 0. The direction of the strategy dynamics can
be seen by the adaptive landscape which plots G versus the
focal cell’s strategy, v, while holding the other cells’ strategies (u)
and population densities (NA,NB) constant. A species strategy
ui will climb the adaptive landscape until the system reaches
a stable point where it is both evolutionarily (∂G/∂u|v=ui = 0)
and ecologically stable (∂Ni

A/∂t = ∂Ni
B/∂t = 0). As u, NA, NB

change, so too does the entire adaptive landscape, sometimes
dramatically (Vincent and Brown, 2005).

We now consider the eco-evolutionary outcomes when the
system starts with just a single species: n = 1. Interestingly, the
eco-evolutionary stable point can occur at either a minimum
or a maximum of the adaptive landscape (Cohen and Brown,
1999). If the stable point is at a maximum of the landscape
where (∂2G/∂u2 < 0), the cancer cells have evolved to their
evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) (Vincent and Brown, 1988).
On this other hand, if the stable point is at a minimum of
the landscape (∂2G/∂u2 > 0), the cancer cells might speciate
(= evolutionary branching, Geritz et al., 1998), creating two
distinct cancer cell types or “species” each with its own
unique strategy u1 and u2. These species will climb to their
respective peaks of the adaptive landscape to reach their own
unique ESS. Hence, when there is just one species: u = u1 and
NA = N1

A, NB = N1
A. When there are more than one species

u, NA, NB becomes vector valued. Each species will have its own
strategy and its own population distribution between the source
and sink habitats.
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The habitat-specific population dynamics dNA
dt and dNB

dt , and
habitat-specific fitnesses FA and FB, for the black-hole sink, hard
sink, and soft sink are described in Box 1. We set rA = rB = 0.025
(many patient’s tumors experience growth at rates of 2.5 % per
day) as the maximum growth rate of each habitat. The functional
forms for carrying capacities and death rates are provided in
Box 1. The strategy of the focal cell, v, influences either its
habitat-specific carrying capacity or habitat-specific death rate:
KA(v), KB(v), and dB(v). For the relationships between KA(v) and
KB(v) and v, we use a quadratic equation. The parabolas were
scaled so that at v = 1, KA(1) = 100 (maximum achievable
carrying capacity in habitat A) and KB(1) = 25 (the less well
perfused habitat can support just 1/4 as many cells when the
cells are best adapted for A). At v = 0 (best adapted for habitat
B), we let both habitats have the same carrying capacity of 50:
KA(0) = KB(0) = 50. Thus, as v goes from 0 to 1 the cancer
cell’s carrying capacity in habitat A goes from 50 to 100, and its
carrying capacity in habitat B declines from 50 to 25 (Figure 2).

To determine the effects of migration on the dynamics of
the evolutionary game, we numerically solved for the ESS.
We consider values for mA and mB in the range from very
slow migration (mA = mB = 10−4) to very fast migration
(mA = mB = 100). We initialize each numerical run of the model
by assuming that the cancer cells originate primarily in the source
habitat A. In this way, we set the population density in habitat
A to relatively full, NA(0) = 95, habitat B to relatively empty
NB(0) = 5, and all cells with the strategy that maximizes fitness
in habitat A, v = 1 at time zero.

Modeling Treatment
The models for the black-hole, hard and soft sinks in Box 1
determine the cancer’s ecological and evolutionary dynamics
in the absence of patient treatment. Within the context of
the soft-sink model, we consider two types of treatment,
habitat dependent and cancer cell phenotype dependent. Habitat
dependent treatments are more effective in the source habitat
than the sink habitat and have been previously modeled
(Fu et al., 2015; Moreno-Gamez et al., 2015). In cancer,
chemotherapeutic drugs perfuse more thoroughly through
regions near the vasculature (source habitat) than habitats

farther from vasculature (sink habitat). The diffusion dynamics
that reduce nutrient concentrations away form blood vessels
also reduces the concentration of systemically delivered drugs
(Perez-Velazquez and Rejniak, 2020).

We additionally present a model for phenotype dependent
treatment, where drug efficacy depends on the strategy of
the cancer cells. This represents a targeted therapy that is
maximally effective for a given strategy value and drug efficacy
then declines as the cancer cells’ strategy deviates from the
therapeutically optimal value.

To consider a habitat-dependent treatment, we add a death
term that represents a habitat-specific therapy-induced death
rate:

dNi
A

dt
= Ni

AFA −mANi
A +mBNi

B − γANi
A

dNi
B

dt
= Ni

BFB −mBNi
B +mANi

A − γBNi
B

where γx represents the fraction of cells that die due to treatment
in habitats A and B. We set γA = 0.05 and γB = 0 due to the
increased delivery of drug to the well vascularized source habitat.

We model strategy dependent treatment as:

dNi
A

dt
= Ni

AFA −mANi
A +mBNi

B − γ (v)N
i
A

dNi
B

dt
= Ni

BFB −mBNi
B +mANi

A − γ (v)N
i
B

where γ (u) captures how effective the treatment is as a function
of the cancer cell strategy, v. Specifically, we use the following
form for γ (v) :

γ (v) = γMexp(−
(
v− vopt

)2

σt
)

where γM represents maximal drug efficacy set here to 0.05, vopt
is the cancer cell strategy at which the drug is maximally effective
(v = 1), and σt is a measure of how “general” the treatment is set
here to 0.05. As the cancer cell’s strategy deviates from vopt , drug
efficacy declines according to a Gaussian curve. Figure 3 depicts
the shape of this functional form.

BOX 1 | Mathematical model of all three sink habitat scenarios including the population dynamics, habitat fitness functions, and the properties of the habitats with
respect to a cell’s strategy.

Black-Hole Sink Hard Sink Soft Sink

Population Dynamics
dNi

A
dt = Ni

AFA −mANi
A

dNi
A

dt = Ni
AFA −mANi

A +mBNi
B

dNi
B

dt = Ni
BFB −mBNi

B +mANi
A

dNi
A

dt = Ni
AFA −mANi

A +mBNi
B

dNi
B

dt = Ni
BFB −mBNi

B +mANi
A

Habitat fitness FA = rA
(

KA(v)−NA
KA(v)

)
FA = rA

(
KA(v)−

∑n
j=1 Nj

A
KA(v)

)
FB = −dB (v) FA = rA

(
KA(v)−

∑n
j=1 Nj

A
KA(v)

)
FB = rB

(
KB(v)−

∑n
j=1 Nj

B
KB(v)

)
Habitat properties KA (v) = aKA × (v − hKA)

2
+ kKA

KA (v) = aKA × (v − hKA)
2
+ kKA

KB (v) = adB ×
(
v − hdB

)2
+ kdB

KA (v) = aKA × (v − hKA)
2
+ kkA

KB (v) = akB ×
(
v − hkB

)2
+ kkB

aKA = −50

hKA = 100

kKA = 1

aKA = −50 adB = 0.01

hkA = −50 hdB
= 0

kKA = 100 kdB = 0.005

aKA = −50 akB = −25

hkA = −50 hkB
= 0

kKA = 100 kkB = 50
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FIGURE 2 | Habitat properties for the source and sink habitats defined in Box 1. The source habitat, which is the same for all three sink habitat analyses, has a
maximum carrying capacity at a strategy equal to 1. This carrying capacity then falls as the strategy moves away from strategy value 1 toward a minimum carrying
capacity of 50 with a strategy equal to 0. For the hard sink dynamics, habitat B is defined by a death rate. Here the death rate is minimized at a strategy equal to 0.
This death rate increases at the strategy moves away from 0 to a maximum death rate of 0.015 at a strategy equal to 1. Lastly, the carrying capacity of the soft sink
habitat B has a maximum of 50 at a strategy equal to 0. As the strategy moves toward 1, the carrying capacity falls to a value of 25.

RESULTS

Black-Hole Sink
The black hole sink supports no population. From the perspective
of the source population, migration to the black-hole sink
represents a per capita death rate, shown in Figure 4. From the
perspective of the cancer patient, any movement of cancer cells
into surrounding tissue or extravasation of CTCs into completely
inhospitable tissues is beneficial.

The ESS for all values of mA is u∗ = 1, as there is no
tradeoff for balancing fitness in the source versus the sink habitat.
With very slow migration rates, mA = 10−4, the source habitat
can maintain a population density very close to its carrying
capacity. As the migration rate increases, the ESS population
size falls until a critical value of mA = rA = 0.025. When the

FIGURE 3 | Targeted therapy efficacy as a function of trait value. Therapeutic
efficacy is maximized when v = 1 and drops off in a Gaussian fashion as trait
values diverge from v = 1.

migration rate is greater rA, the sink habitat will drain the source
population to extinction.

Hard Sink
In a hard sink, the ESS is significantly altered by the migration
rates. Due to cells’ exposure to the sink habitat B where the
strategy that maximizes fitness is u∗ = 0, the ESS u∗ is not always
equal to 1 (Figure 5). In general, when mA is very low, regardless
of the migration rate mB, the ESS is u∗ = 1, as cancer cells mostly
reside in and experience habitat A. When the migration back
to the source, mB, is negligible, we can again see the critical
mA = rA = 0.025 where, the source habitat drains the source
habitat to extinction.

In the absence of migration from the sink habitat to the source,
the hard sink acts like the black hole sink with the exception
that during the transient dynamic to extinction, there can still
be a sizable population in the sink habitat. Such transients are
difficult to detect from histologies of biopsy samples, though
indirectly one may be able to estimate birth and death rates
of cancer cells from immunohistochemical stains such as Ki67
(a proliferation marker) and CC3 (an apoptosis marker of cell
death) (Johnson et al., 2019).

When there is migration from the sink back to the source,
then the eco-evolutionary prospects of the source habitat and
tumor change dramatically. This becomes of interest as cancer
cell movement from necrotic regions (micro-scale or large scale)
or regions of hypoxia is likely within tumor microenvironments,
especially when cancer cells remain relatively stationary while the
habitats themselves form and shift in space.

Of most interest is when the migration rates mA and mB are
such that the source population supports a population in the sink
habitat. Under these migration rates, the ESS is a compromise
between u∗ = 0 and u∗ = 1. A generalist species evolves that
sacrifices carrying capacity in the source habitat for survivorship
in the sink. In this way, the presence of a hard sink habitat
pulls the ESS of the entire population, including those cells
in the source habitat, away from the optimal strategy of the
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FIGURE 4 | Ecological and evolutionary ESS of a black-hole sink. Left panel shows the ESS population density in the source habitat as a function of migration rate.
As migration rate increases, more cells are constantly migrating out of Habitat A resulting in a lower sustainable population. Right panel shows that for every value of
migration rate, the ESS value is equal to 1, as this strategy maximizes the carrying capacity in the source habitat.

source habitat. Survival and reseeding from the sink becomes
ecologically and evolutionarily consequential.

For example, Figure 6 shows how the adaptive landscape,
cancer strategy value, and habitat-specific population sizes

FIGURE 5 | Evolutionary stable strategy in the presence of a hard sink for all
combinations of mA and mB. With both migration rates slow (bottom left
corner) the ESS remains equal to one as the exposure to the sink habitat is
minimal. This is the same for the upper left corner where cells migrate at a
slow rate out of habitat A and quickly migrate back, again minimizing the
exposure to the sink habitat. In the lower right, the population can not survive
as cell migrate quickly out of the source habitat and get ‘stuck’ in the hard
sink, eventually dying before being able to return to the source where
proliferation is possible. In the upper right corner where cells are migrating
back and forth between the habitats quickly, the exposure to the sink habitat
pulls the ESS u* away from 1 and toward the ESS of the sink habitat
which is 0.

change over time for mA = mB = 10−1. When the source habitat
starts out relatively full and the sink habitat relatively empty, all
cells have a strategy maximizing fitness in the source habitat,
the adaptive landscape shows that decreasing the strategy value
will increase overall fitness, G. The cancer cells’ strategy climbs
the adaptive landscape until the slope of the landscape is zero
(∂G/∂u = 0) and the population sizes equilibrates so that fitness
is 0 (G = 0). The ESS at this stable point is u∗ = 0.5358, and
the distribution of individuals between the two habitats is N∗A =
63.18 and N∗B = 58.57.

This generalist strategy of u∗ = 0.5358 allows for a total
population size of N∗ = 121.75 that is greater than the maximum
population that can be sustained by the source habitat alone,
100. For all combinations of mA ≈ mB where both are greater
than ≈ 10−2, the total ESS population size is greater than 100,
reaching a maximum possible N∗ of 124.1 (Figure 7). With a
sufficiently low dB (v) , the sink habitat can even harbor more
individuals than the source habitat. For these reasons, the sink
habitat can influence the ESS by selecting for a population wide
u* < 1. This evolution allows the sink habitat to become a
large reservoir of cells that can repopulate the source habitat
following perturbations such as therapy. Population size alone
cannot be used to infer which microhabitats in tumors are
sources and hard sinks.

Soft Sink
In a soft sink, both habitats can support a population
independently, allowing for positive per capita growth rates in
each habitat when population sizes are small. This creates an
opportunity not available in black hole or hard sinks for the
ESS to contain two species when migration rates are relatively
low. For example, Figure 8 shows the adaptive landscape and
evolutionary dynamics over time for mA = mB = 10−3. Under
the initial conditions, where habitat A is relatively full, habitat B
relatively empty, and all cells have a strategy maximizing fitness
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FIGURE 6 | Ecological and evolutionary dynamics in the presence of hard sink where mA = mB = 10−1. (A) Population dynamics of habitat A and B showing the
quick migration out of the initially large source population to fill the sink habitat followed by dynamics toward the stable population densities. (B) The strategy value
over time decreases away from 1 to a generalist strategy between 0 and 1. (C) The adaptive landscape at the initial conditions, where the source habitat is relatively
full, the sink habitat is relatively empty, and all cells have a strategy maximizing fitness in the source habitat shows that fitness could be greatly increased by
decreasing the strategy value and climbing the adaptive landscape. (D–F) As time progresses the strategy value climbs to an ESS of u∗ = 0.5358. Supplementary
Movie 1 provides a movie of the panels presented in (C–F).

FIGURE 7 | ESS population density of habitat A, habitat B, and the total combined population in the presence of a hard sink. The population is specialized to habitat
A when the migration rate mA is relatively low (lower left quadrant and upper left quadrant of each panel) reaching the carrying capacity of habitat A with relatively low
density in habitat B. When the migration out of the source habitat A is fast and there is low migration back from the sink (lower right quadrant), the population
declines to extinction. When there is a balance of migration rates (upper right quadrant), a generalist strategy allows for cells in both habitat A and habitat B, resulting
in a total ESS population greater than would be available with only the source sink.

in habitat A, the adaptive landscape shows that decreasing the
strategy value will increase fitness. Interestingly, the convergent
stable point is at a minimum of the landscape (∂2G/∂u2 > 0), and
the cancer cells should speciate, creating two distinct populations
or “species” each with its own unique strategy. These species
climb their respective peaks of the adaptive landscape to reach
an ESS with two species.

Each species becomes a specialist on their respective habitat.
In this way, species 1 has a strategy of u∗ ≈ 1 that maximizes
carrying capacity in habitat A, while species 2 has a strategy of
u∗ ≈ 0 that maximizes carrying capacity in habitat B (bottom
left corner of Figure 9). In cancer, this likely explains some of
the heterogeneity in cancer cell types (Lloyd et al., 2016), and is

most likely to promote diversity when habitats are relatively large
and contiguous, thus reducing migration rates between them. In
line with this, secondary tumors in different tissue types from
the primary tumor will evolve cancer cells with quite distinctive
phenotypes appropriate to the specific tissue type (Klein et al.,
2002; Quinn et al., 2021). Such divergences have also been seen in
3-D cancer cell culture experiments (Ruud et al., 2020).

When migration rates are relatively high for both mA and mB,
the rapid movement of cells between habitats selects for a single
generalist species (upper right corner of Figure 9). Interestingly,
when mA and mB are at opposite extremes (consider the upper
left corners and lower right corners of Figure 9) the ESS
tends to specialize on the habitat with high immigration and
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FIGURE 8 | Ecological and evolutionary dynamics in the presence of soft sink where mA = mB = 10−3. (A) Population dynamics of habitat A and B showing habitat
B filling up with migrant cells from the source habitat A, then both cell populations maximizing their respective carrying capacities after speciation. (B) The strategy
value over time, showing a speciation event at around time 1000. These dynamics are seen in the panels (D–G) with respect to the underlying adaptive landscape.
(C) The population densities broken down between both species and habitat. Species 1 is the only species filling both habitats before the speciation event.
Afterwords, habitat B is filled with species 2 having a strategy equal to 0 maximizing fitness in this habitat, while habitat A remains filled with species 1. (D) The
adaptive landscape at the initial conditions, where the source habitat is relatively full, the sink habitat is relatively empty, and all cells have a strategy maximizing
fitness in the source habitat shows that fitness could be greatly increased by decreasing the strategy value and climbing the adaptive landscape. (E) The population
evolves to a minimum in the adaptive landscape. (F,G) Speciation occurs and the individual species climb their respective peaks. Supplementary Movie 2 provides
a movie of the panels presented in (D–G).

low emigration. For example, the upper left corner has high
immigration into habitat A from habitat B, and low emigration
from habitat A to habitat B. Here we see the ESS selects for
u∗ = 1, which is the optimal strategy for habitat A. The same is
true, but opposite for the lower right corner.

The migration rates favoring a single generalist, single
specialist, and speciation to two coexisting specialist species are
shown in Figure 10.

For the adaptive landscape example shown in Figure 8
where mA = mB = 10−3, the total ESS population is N∗ = 144.2,
well above the carrying capacity of the source habitat alone
(Figure 11). In the single specialist regions, the total population is
near or a little above the carrying capacity of the habitat to which
the species is specialized. The region where a single generalist
strategy is the ESS, like that in the hard sink, can also sustain total
populations greater than each of the habitats individually.

It is important to note that if each habitat can support
individuals alone, the definition of the source and sink habitat are
context dependent. There are indeed regions where the migration

rates and populations in each habitat make habitat B the source
where FB > 0 and habitat A the sink where FA < 0.

Consequences of Habitat-Dependent
and Phenotype-Dependent Therapies
Witihin the context of a soft-sink, we set migration values to
mA = mB = 10−3 so as to be in the speciation regime of the
phase portrait, and analyze the eco-evolutionary dynamics of
cancer cells under two types of therapy: habitat dependent and
phenotype dependent. First, we consider habitat treatment under
which all species in habitat A (the source habitat) are subject
to the effects of therapy, regardless of their strategy. Species in
habitat B are not directly affected by this treatment. In ecology,
this is analogous to the application of pesticide to a portion
of farmland. In cancer, it pertains to the pharmacokinetics of
drug delivery through vasculature and the size of the tumor.
The drug may only reach certain areas of the tumor at high
concentrations (source habitats) but is unable to permeate other
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FIGURE 9 | ESS in the presence of a soft sink. Due to the possibility of speciation, the strategy for both species 1 and species 2 are shown independently in the first
two panels, and the differences between them is shown in the right panel. Where the population is specialized to habitat A (upper left quadrant) the single species
ESS converges on u∗ = 1. Where the population is specialized to habitat B (lower right quadrant) the single species ESS converges on u∗ = 0. Where the population
takes a single generalist approach (upper right quadrant) the ESS compromises and converges to a strategy between 0 and 1. Where the population speciates
(lower left quadrant), each species converges to strategy that maximizes fitness in their respective habitats: u∗ = 0 and u∗ = 1.

regions of the tumor (sink habitats), sheltering these cells from
the effects of therapy.

To simulate habitat treatment, we simply eliminate 5% of
the cells in habitat A at each time step in the simulation. This
changes the source habitat into a sink habitat and vice versa.

FIGURE 10 | In a soft sink, migration rates, mA and mB, determine whether
the ESS has a single generalist species, single specialist species, or
speciation resulting in the coexistence of two specialist species. The
population is specialized to habitat A (upper left quadrant) when the rate of cell
migration out of habitat A is low and the rate of cell migration back into habitat
A is high. Alternatively, the population is specialized to habitat B (lower right
quadrant) when the rate of cell migration out of habitat B is low and the rate of
cell migration back into habitat B is high. When the migration between both
habitats in low, the population speciates with each species specializing on one
habitat. In the other regions, the ESS converges to a single generalist species
with a strategy that represents a compromise between the two habitats.

As such, cells in habitat A go extinct, while the cell populations
in habitat B remain at their carrying capacity (Figures 12A,C).
Since habitat A can no longer support any cells, species 1, which
formerly specialized in habitat A, evolves toward a strategy of
v = 0 converging on that of species 2 (Figure 12B). Even as
species 1 evolves toward specializing on habitat B its population
declines, potentially to extinction, as a consequence of species
2 already being a habitat B specialist. The ESS goes from two
specialist species prior to therapy to a single specialist species
following therapy. These changes can clearly be seen in the
adaptive landscapes (Figures 12D–G). Before the application of
therapy (Figure 12D), there exist two peaks on the adaptive
landscape: one at v = 1, habitat A which species 1 occupies, and
one at v = 0, habitat B which species 2 occupies. However, once
therapy is administered, the two peaks of the adaptive landscape
change into a single peak at v = 0, corresponding to being a
habitat B specialist. Species 1 is initially entirely unfit for this
habitat (Figure 12E), but eventually evolves (Figure 12F) and
converges on the strategy at v = 0 (Figure 12G).

Now, consider a phenotype-dependent therapy or targeted
therapy whose efficacy depends on the species’ trait value,
regardless of their habitat. In ecology, the targeted therapy may
be analogous to fish harvesting by humans, with the species’
trait representing fish body size. In cancer, the targeted therapy
(Herceptin) may target a specific protein (HER-2) in a cancer
metabolic pathway. In both instances, one can imagine that the
targeted therapy will not be effective at low values of the trait
(a small fish or a cancer cell with a low expression of the target
protein) but may be highly effective for high values of the trait.

We simulate targeted therapy by using a maximal efficacy of
5% at the cancer cell strategy at which the drug is maximally
effective (v = 1), with efficacy falling as v diverges from 1
(Figure 3). First, consider the overall dynamics in Figure 13A.
We note that the total population (combined over both species)
in habitat B remains remarkably constant for the entirety of the
simulation. Because most of the individuals in habitat B have a
strategy value less effected by the targeted therapy, cancer cells
in habitat B suffer a smaller decline from therapy than those in
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FIGURE 11 | ESS population density of habitat A, habitat B, and the total combined population in the presence of a soft sink. Where the population is specialized to
habitat A (upper left quadrant) the ESS population density reaches the carrying capacity of habitat A, with relatively low density in habitat B. Where the population is
specialized to habitat B (lower right quadrant) the ESS population density reaches the carrying capacity of habitat B, with relatively low density in habitat A. Where
the population evolves a generalist strategy (upper right quadrant) the ESS population can exceed the maximum carrying capacity provided in the source habitat,
with substantial numbers of cancer cells in both habitat A and habitat B. Where the population speciates (lower left quadrant), each species can nearly reach its
maximal carrying capacity within its preferred habitat, allowing the total ESS population to approach N∗ = 150.

FIGURE 12 | Effects of Habitat Treatment. Habitat A can no longer support any cells, and evolution drives species 1 to evolve toward v = 0 to persist in habitat B.
(A) The total population in habitat A crashes to 0, while the total population in habitat B remains at its carrying capacity. (B) Since habitat A is no longer viable,
species 1 evolves its strategy toward v = 0 in an attempt to remain extant in habitat B. (C) Species 1 crashes in habitat A after the application of treatment and is not
able to evolve its strategy fast enough to persist in habitat B. There is little to no change in population density of species 2 in habitat B. (D–G) Depictions of the
adaptive landscape over time. Before application of therapy, there are two peaks in the adaptive landscape, corresponding to the two viable habitats. After therapy is
administered, the peak corresponding to habitat A vanishes and species 1 evolves toward the peak at v = 0. Supplementary Movie 3 provides a movie of the
panels presented in (D–G).

habitat A. Because the targed therapy is most effective against
cancer cells specialized on habitat A, the population in A drops
dramatically immediately after therapy is administered. At least

initially, this therapy that targets a cancer phenotype v = 1has
a similar effect as the habitat-dependent therapy. But, in time,
the effect is dramatically different. Species 1, whether residing in
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FIGURE 13 | Effects of Targeted Therapy. (A) The total population in habitat A drastically declines immediately after administration of therapy, but gradually recovers
as cells evolve viable trait values. The total population in habitat B stays near its carrying capacity. (B) Species 1 evolves a lower strategy to reduce impact of therapy.
Species 2 initially evolves a higher strategy in an attempt to occupy the empty niche in habitat A. Once species 1 becomes viable in habitat A, species 2 evolves its
strategy back down to near v = 0. (C) Transient dynamics: species 1′s population crashes and species 2 attempts to occupy the empty niche in habitat A.
Long-term dynamics: species 1 evolves a lower strategy, allowing it to outcompete species 2 in habitat A and allowing species 1 to persist in habitat B at a lower
level than species 2. (D–G) Depictions of the adaptive landscape over time. Before application of therapy, there are two peaks in the adaptive landscape,
corresponding to the two viable habitats. After therapy is administered, the peak corresponding to habitat A shifts toward the one for habitat B; species 1 evolves
toward this shifted peak. Supplementary Movie 4 provides a movie of the panels presented in (D–G).

habitats A or B, can evolve resistance by having a lower strategy
value that also has the additional benefit of making species 1 more
of a generalist.

Once species 1 evolves a lower strategy, evolutionary
rescue is possible and population size recovers. However, note
this lower strategy reduces the maximal carrying capacity in
habitat A, leading to a lower population equilibrium than
prior to treatment. Now, consider species-specific dynamics
(Figures 13B,C) in which species 1 rapidly declines following
therapy. Initially this leaves an open niche in habitat A
to which species 2 evolves a higher strategy value. Thus,
simultaneously, the strategies of both species 1 and species 2
begin to converge on more generalist phenotypes – species 1 as
a form of therapy resistance and species 2 to take advantage of a
depopulated habitat A.

Eventually, species 1 evolves into a generalist that allows
it to be therapy resistant and to repopulate habitat A though
not at the same abundance as pre-treatment. As species 1
recovers, species 2 is again under selection to be a habitat B
specialist. Interestingly, at the new post-treatment ESS, species
1′s generalist strategy allows it to have substantial population

sizes in both habitats at the expense of species 2. Compared
to the pre-treatment ESS, species 2 is still virtually absent from
habitat A and resides in habitat B at a reduced population
size. While the transient dynamics of the adaptive landscape
(Figures 13D–G) are dramatic, both the pre- and post-treatment
ESSs lead to adaptive landscapes with two peaks. Once therapy
is administered, habitat A’s peak shifts closer to habitat B’s,
capturing a trade-off between maximizing carrying capacity in
the habitat and avoiding effects of treatment.

The source-sink dynamics led to a counterintuitive result
where targeting the phenotype of species 1 actually resulted in
an increased number of this cancer cell type as the cancer cells
evolved toward a new post-treatment ESS. This result happens
because of the strong selection for habitat specialists with or
without therapy. If there was only a weak tradeoff between habitat
specialists then the pre-treatment system could either have a
single generalist species or two specialist species that are not so
extreme in their traits values. If the former, then with therapy,
the single generalist species would evolve further toward being
a habitat B specialist. If the latter, then the habitat A specialist
might evolve so far toward the habitat B specialist or vice-versa
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that one type would go extinct leaving just a single generalist
cancer cell type.

DISCUSSION

Here, we investigate a relatively unrecognized dynamic in
intratumoral evolution – the role of cell migration. Movement
of individual cells can have population effects by coupling
source-sink habitats, which we show can have profound
consequences for tumor biology and treatment. Ongoing
intratumoral evolution is frequently described as “branching
clonal evolution.” That is, cancer cells are subject to genetic
mutations and, when a rare mutation results in increased fitness,
this new molecular clone expands into an observable population
(Greaves and Maley, 2012). However, branching clonal evolution
neglects the striking spatial heterogeneity in local environmental
conditions, governed primarily by changes in blood perfusion,
that are characteristically observed in cancers at macroscopic and
microscopic levels. Thus, the selection forces within a tumor will
vary considerably. Physically adjacent microscopic regions of a
tumor can have dramatically different environmental conditions
(Losic et al., 2020).

In contrast to this conventional “mutation-selection”
sequence, we propose intratumoral evolution is primarily
driven by spatial and temporal variations in environmental
conditions. That is, cancer cells in regions of hypoxia and
acidosis evolve different phenotypic properties than, for example,
those in physiologic environments that may also contain
more “predatory” immune cells. This generates frequency-
and density-dependent selection within and between tumor
microenvironments (Bozic et al., 2012; Soman et al., 2012)
produce local cancer cell phenotypes and corresponding
genotypes most suited to particular microenvironments – either
as generalist or specialist cancer cell types. Thus, mutations
that encode phenotypic adaptations suitable for the local
environment will become frequent in the extant population.
These genetic changes are consequences of evolution by natural
selection, not the cause (Vincent and Brown, 1988).

Furthermore, a cancer biology paradigm that is difficult to
reconcile with evolutionary dynamics is the stem cell hypothesis
which posits self-replicating stem cells (Walcher et al., 2020)
within a specific niche (Borovski et al., 2011; Oskarsson et al.,
2014) give rise to phenotypically variable and non-replicating
cells that populate the remainder of the tumor. Evolutionarily, the
production of non-replicating daughter cells would be extremely
wasteful of scarce resources and likely be subject to negative
selection. However, these observed stem cell dynamics could arise
from the migration of proliferative and phenotypically distinct
cancer cells from source habitats to sink habitats where they
adopt a different phenotype and are much less proliferative.

When migration occurs between a source and sink habitat,
we demonstrate that, even when the sink habitat cannot
maintain a long-term population (e.g., hard sink habitat), it
can act as a reservoir of cells that migrate from the source
habitat thus maximizing the global population. Furthermore, a
harsh sink environment may promote epigenetic modifications

(e.g., increased HIF1a expression resulting in upregulation of
xenobiotic pathways (Vorrink and Domann, 2014)) that promote
resistance to treatment. Thus, the sink habitat may become a
source for cells that are also more resistant to subsequent cycles of
treatment (Lavi et al., 2013).

In contrast, a soft sink habitat can maintain a small, self-
reproducing population. Here, migration from the adjacent
source habitat can increase the population of the sink habitat.
However, unlike a black hole or hard sink habitat, cells that
migrate into a soft sink habitat may proliferate. This is a critical
distinction, because proliferation of the migrant cells in the sink
habitat is determined by their fitness relative to that of competing
native cells. Thus, although the migrant cells are the result of
evolutionary selection in the source habitat, their proliferation
in the sink habitat is governed by phenotypic adaptation to
conditions in the sink habitat. These dynamics can promote
“speciation” so that cancer cells even in adjacent tumor regions
can have significantly different molecular properties.

Thus, migration of cancer cells between source and sink
habitats can produce the clinically observed regional variations
in the molecular properties of cancer cells as an alternative to the
branching clonal evolution paradigm. Both the spatial variations
in the molecular properties of cancer cells in the same tumor
at microscopic and macroscopic scales (Gerlinger et al., 2012;
Greaves and Maley, 2012; Gerashchenko et al., 2013; Losic et al.,
2020) and cancer cell migration (Yamaguchi et al., 2005; Chung
et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2011) have been extensively investigated.
Yet, to date, no experiments have directly tested the source-sink
dynamics described here. Microfluidic co-culture systems may
provide an opportunity. There could be adjacent chambers with
high (source) and low (soft or hard sink, depending) nutrient
availabilities. Hydrogel stiffness could be used to vary migration
rates into and out of chambers. Fluorescent labeling could allow
for measures of migration, population dynamics, and phenotypic
and genotypic changes over time both within and between
chambers (Soman et al., 2012; Mi et al., 2016).

We note coupled source-sink habitats may additionally
have clinical significance by promoting evolution of resistance
following treatment. Thus, while therapy is successful in the
source habitat due to increased drug delivery in the case of
systemic therapy or improved oxygenation that increases the
efficacy of radiation therapy, the source-sink dynamics could
reverse after therapy as the surviving cells in the sink habitat
become a source, allowing reverse migration and recolonization
of the hitherto superior habitat (“rescue effect” in ecology,
(Gotelli, 1991)). Adding therapy to the microfluidic co-culture
experimental system could address these results.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the ecological and evolutionary dynamics
produced by source-sink habitats may provide an underlying
explanation to observed spatial variations in genetic and
phenotypic properties of cancer cells, an eco-evolutionary
foundation for the stem cell paradigm, and suggest critical issues
in designing chemotherapeutic and targeted treatment strategies.
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